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Abstract— This study discusses the travelling salesman 

problem and by presenting the history of the methods used 

in solving the travelling salesman problem intends to solve 

the problem by Meta-Heuristic Algorithms such as Ant 

Colony Optimization and Genetic Algorithm. In this paper, 

Ant Colony Optimization and Genetic Algorithm are 

presented for Random Travelling Salesman Problem 

(RTSP). Random Travelling Salesman Problem is a variant 

of TSP. All TSP dataset used here are constructed randomly 

and then ACO and GA model are applied on those data sets. 

Ant Colony Optimization has higher efficiency in solving 

Traveling Salesman Problem than Genetic Algorithm. 

Experimental results are discussed based on several criteria 

like time, quality and accuracy. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The travelling salesman problem(TSP) is the problem of 

finding a shortest closed tour which visits all the cities in a 

given set. Real ants are capable of finding the shortest path 

from a food source to the nest without using visual cues[1]. 

They are deposit pheromones according to the quality of the 

path they find, this allow capable of adapting to changes in 

the environment, for example finding a new shortest path 

once the old one is no longer feasible due to a new obstacle 

consider[1].In this paper  two widely used nature inspired 

heuristic approaches Ant Colony Optimization and Genetic 

Algorithm to solve tsp are considered. In this research ACO 

and GA are compared for TSP instances. Given a set of 

cities and known distances between each pair of cities ,the 

TSP is the problem of finding a tour that visits each city 

exactly once and that minimizes the total distance 

travelled[2].  

The paper starts with a discussion on Random 

Travelling Salesman Problem in section 2. A discussion on 

GA model is presented and discusses the proposed GA 

model in section 4. A discussion and implementation details 

of ACO model is presented in section 3. Implementation and 

results of both algorithms compared in section 5. Finally the 

paper ends with conclusion in section 6. 

II. RANDOM TRAVELLING SALESMAN PROBLEM 

In the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) a no. of cities are 

provided with the objective of finding a minimum length 

closed tour that visits each city once returning to the starting 

city. There are various types of TSP. A symmetric TSP 

(STSP) is one where the distance between any two cities is 

same from either side. In an asymmetric TSP (ATSP) the 

distance is not same. Random TSP is also one of the variants 

of TSP. In this TSP, I used randomly generated TSP 

instances on TSPLIB. All the data sets are created with 

randomly generated city coordinates. I have applied a 

computational model inspired by Genetic Algorithm and 

Ant Colony Optimization. 

III. ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION (ACO) MODEL 

This section first describes the concepts of Ant Colony 

Optimization method. The ACO is inspired by the food 

search behavior of real ants and ability in finding the 

optimum paths. It is a population-based general search 

technique for the solution of difficult combinatorial 

optimization problems Ant Colony Optimization (ACO). 

ACO algorithm models the behaviour of real ant 

colonies in establishing the shortest path between food 

sources and nests. Ants can communicate with one another 

through chemicals called pheromones in their immediate 

environment. The ants release pheromone on the ground 

while walking from their nest to food and then go back to 

the nest. The ants move according to the amount of 

pheromones, the richer the pheromone trail on a path is, the 

more likely it would be followed by other ants. 

A. ACO Model for Random TSP 

This section will focus on applying Ant Colony 

Optimization (ACO) model to the Random Travelling 

Salesman Problem (TSP).  In this model, a random number 

generator is used to determine an initial solution. Since we 

are dealing with a TSP with n cities, it starts at city 1, the 

solution is an ordered list of n integers. This list starts with 

the number 1 and contains the numbers 1 through n exactly 

once. For example, in a 6-city problem, the array 

(1,4,3,5,6,2) means that the route starts at city 1 and then 

travels to cities 4, 3, 5, 6, and 2, in that order, before 

returning to city 1. As stated in the general discussion. The 

Ant Colony Optimization algorithm is inspired by the 

foraging behavior of ants, they use special chemical 

‘pheromone’ to communication within colonies to find 

optimum path between the colony and a food source in an 

environment. This mechanism is called ‘stigmergy’ means 

indirect communication among the self-organizing agents or 

actions. 

For the procedure chosen here, the ants following 

shortest path return earlier and amount of pheromone on that 

path is more. So after certain time this path has the more 

traffic because this is the shortest path. The Pheromones is 

evaporated at certain rate. So, longer paths which are not 

used by ants are eliminated after sometime. Thus ants using 

the history in terms of pheromone trail to search shortest 

path from colonies to their food. ACO algorithm is 

employed to imitate the behavior of real ants.  

Pseudo-code of ACO model for Random TSP is given 

below- 
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1. Initialize parameters 
2. Initialize array heuristic 
3. Initialize the pheromone matrix 
4. while stopping conditions not 

satisfied do 
5. to build solutions 
6. Apply Local Search (optional) 
7. Pheromone Update 
8. end while 
9. View best solution 
10. Stop 

Fig. 1: Pseudo-code of ACO-RTSP Model 

 
Fig. 2: Flow chart of ACO-RTSP Model 

IV. GENETIC ALGORITHM (GA) MODEL 

Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are a family of computational 

models inspired by evolution. The study of Darwin on 

evolution and natural selection has inspired the development 

of this computational model for optimization [19]. GAs are 

evolutionary techniques based on the application of selection, 

mutation, and recombination to a population of solutions. 

Gas have been successfully applied to a variety of 

optimization problems, including TSP, Job shop Scheduling, 

Vehicle routing problems. GAs are directed in their searching 

nature. This algorithm can generate global optimum if it is 

given a well-defined problem with enough time. This makes 

them well suited to a problem like Traveling Salesman 

Problem.   

In the field of artificial intelligence genetic 

algorithm is a search heuristic that mimics the process of 

natural evolution. Genetic Algorithm belongs to class of 

evolutionary algorithm.GA begin with various problem 

solution which are encoded into population, a fitness function 

is applied for evaluating the fitness of each individual, after 

that a new generation is created through the process of 

selection, crossover and mutation. After the termination of 

genetic algorithm, an optimal solution is obtained. If the 

termination condition is not satisfied then algorithm 

continues with new population.  

Pseudo-code of GA model for Random TSP is given below- 

1. Generate a random dataset or add a 

standard dataset from TSPLIB; 

2. Initialize the population of genes;  

3. Optimize the population. (apply local 

search) 

4. Evaluate the population;  

5. While (termination criteria not met) 

6. Apply Selection; 

7. Apply Crossover;  

8. Apply Mutation;  

9. Optimize population;  

10. Evaluate and Update population ;  

Fig. 3: Pseudo-code of GA-RTSP Model 

The GA ends when a predefined number of 

evolutions are reached or all chromosomes converge to the 

same mapping. This genetic algorithm randomly chooses 

chromosomes. Crossover is the process of swapping certain 

sub-sequences in the selected chromosomes. Mutation is the 

process of replacing certain sub-sequences with some 

mapping choices new to the current population. Both 

crossover and mutation are done randomly. After crossover 

and mutation, a new population is generated. Then this new 

population is evaluated, and the process starts over again 

until some stopping criteria are met.     

  The stopping criteria can be, for example,  

1) No improvement in recent evolutions  

2) Number of Iterations 

3) A cost bound  

The procedure of GA search for Random TSP is as follows: 

1) Population generation: A population is a set of tours and 

each represents a possible solution. The initial 

population is generated randomly. Every candidate of 

the tour is generated randomly and put in the 

population.  

2) Population evaluation: Each tour (chromosome) is 

assigned a fitness value. The fitness of population is 

evaluated based on the objective function. 

3) Crossover operation: Crossover operation chooses a 

pair of tours (chromosomes) and mats them to produce 

a new offspring. One point crossover mechanism is 

used here.  

4) Mutation: Mutation randomly chooses a chromosome, 

then randomly selects a city within the chromosome, 

and randomly reassigns it to a new tour.  

The flow chart of the Genetic Algorithm Model is given 

below. 

 
Fig. 4: Flow chart of GA-RTSP Model 
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V. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT 

Here I implemented the ant colony optimization and genetic 

algorithms to apply it to randomly generated TSP instances. 

The algorithms are coded in MATLAB 7.0 and executed on 

windows XP with Pentium dual core CPU and 1 GB RAM. 

have generated TSP instances within the range of 10 to 200 

cities. The length of tour for each city solved in MATLAB 

for each algorithm. The experimental results are presented in 

table-1. 

City Problem 
Length of Tour 

ACO Model GA Model 

10 7.4568 28.3030 

20 10.1589 40.2914 

30 14.0235 43.1653 

40 19.8956 48.4221 

50 25.7852 60.0268 

60 36.6458 64.9082 

75 44.7895 72.2302 

95 52.1242 78.0420 

100 61.6348 82.2717 

105 70.3265 86.5015 

Table 1: Experimental Results 

VI. CONCLUSION 

A model of ACO-RTSP and GA-RTSP has been introduced 

to solve Random TSP. The model has been tested on a set of 

randomly generated TSP problems. This paper presents a 

comparative view of most widely used optimization 

algorithm techniques namely ACO and GA. Section 5 shows 

the experimental results obtained on TSP problems. It shows 

that ACO provides more better solution compared to GA. 
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